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Abstract— Robotic food handling is a complicated task to
perform when the ingredients that are handled are delicate
in nature. It is important to design end-effectors that can be
versatile and reliable while limiting damage on the manipulated
items. We present in this paper a novel soft-rigid gripper
that exploits the combination of specialised fingertips with a
passively compliant structure. The proposed device can gently
grasp objects of different shape by scraping with four spatulashaped components that interlock and form a stable plate
enclosed by fingers. This solution allows both the forces applied
directly onto an object during handling and the precision
needed to identify object position for grasp planning to be
reduced, while increasing the grasping success rate compared
to a classical gripper. We have tested a prototype in a real
experimental setup using real ingredients. The encouraging
results suggest that this approach to ingredient manipulation
may be especially useful when delicate objects need to be
handled in the context of an automated food production line.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The food industry is a major contributor to Europe’s
economy. In 2015, the EU food and drink industry generated
a turnover of euro 1, 115 billion and a value added of euro
230 billion [1]. Novel regulations on food tracking through
the supply chain are convincing companies to invest in
new automated approaches that facilitate quality control in
production lines, better process efficiency with more productivity, lower manufacturing costs with higher profit margins,
and also help to achieve improved presentation as customers
request [2]. The food industry is a competitive manufacturing
area, but with little robotic involvement as compared, for
instance, to the automotive industry. This is due to the fact
that food products are highly variable both in shape, sizes and
structure which poses a major problem for the development
of manipulators for its handling [3], [4]. Main challenges
in designing grippers for food process automation can be
summarised as: i) manipulation of soft material, ii) uneven
surfaces and non-uniform shapes of the manipulated items,
and iii) hygienic requirements [5]. Lien has classified in [5]
the possible gripper configurations according to the gripper
capability of transferring forces from the robot arm to the
object in order to move the object. He reviewed six main
strategies for manipulation food with a robotic gripper. The
first, called pinching, consider that the gripper has two or
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Fig. 1.

Soft-Rigid QS-Gripper with Quad Spatula Fingertips

more fingers that apply force to the handled object. In the
second, called enclosing, the gripper relies on fingers with
large surfaces that enclose the object partially or completely.
The third, called release, is obtained by moving the enclosing
surfaces sufficiently away to create an opening large enough
for the object to escape. The pinning penetration consists in
using as end-effector a gripper with several sharply pointed
pins that are pressed into the object in a manner that creates
a locking pattern. The fifth strategy consists in using suction
with vacuum grippers. Finally, gripping can be obtained by
cooling down a contact area to a temperature well below the
freezing point of water so to exploit surface effects. Although
several example of grippers for food handling have been
proposed [2], there are still few example of grippers that
can adapt to different objects guaranteeing null or very low
damaging of the grasped object [6], [7], [8].
The gripper we present in this work, called Quad-Spatula
Gripper (QS Gripper) introduces a novel approach to food
handling. The main idea is that part of the fingertips can
slide below the object to be grasped and form a rigid surface
that can carry the desired item. The obtained strategy can
be defined as a scraping strategy. There are three main
features that characterise the device. Firstly, the fingers have
a compliant structure obtained by using soft joints that
connects rigid links. This increase the robustness of the
system and allows to interact with the environment where
the object to grasp is placed. Exploiting compliance with
underactuated compliant hands is an active research branch
for the design of novel robotic end-effectors [9]. Different
soft grippers examples are available in literature, see e.g., the
Yale OpenHand Project [10], the 3-Finger Adaptive Robot
Gripper [11] and the Jamming Gripper [12]. Secondly, we
have designed specialized fingertips for food handling. Such
fingertips are designed as a part of a larger spatula so to
be able to slide below the object when fingers are close.

A locking system including a mechanical and magnetic
part is used to keep together the spatula sub-parts during
object transportation. This solution allows to practically not
consider forces applied to the object during transportation.
In fact, once the spatula is locked below the object, no forces
are exerted on it and the weigh of the object is compensated
by the locking system, see Fig. 1. Application using only
a classic spatula may results more prone to possible object
lost during arm motion, while enclosing gripper may not be
usable with delicate ingredients. Finally we have introduced
a magnetic guidance to align the quad spatula parts. The
magnetic guidance is used to cope with the low repeatability
and precision proper of soft systems.
We have tested our QS-Gripper against a classic twofinger gripper using real ingredients. We have demonstrated
a higher grasping success rate and a higher robustness to
uncertainty to object positioning. We have also demonstrated
that magnetic guidance can help to improve precision in quad
spatula interlocking.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
the design of the device is presented with a particular focus
on the soft-rigid structure and the fingertip specialization
approach. In Sec. III the experiments conducted to validate the QS-Gripper scraping strategy are reported, while
in Sec. IV a discussion on the possible advantage of the
fingertip specialization and the magnetic guidance for soft
structure is reported. Finally in Sec. V conclusion and future
works are outlined.
II. F INGERTIP SPECIALIZATION FOR FOOD HANDLING
A. Palm and Fingers Design
The palm and fingers design is based on the Co-Gripper
devices presented in [13]. In the following we will briefly
recall the main features of the device. The CoGripper is a
tendon-driven gripper with four fingers, each made up of soft
and rigid modules, connected to a palm. The CAD model of
the gripper is shown in Fig. 2. Each finger has a modular
structure. Each module consists of a rigid 3D printed link
realized in ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene, ABSPlus,
Stratasys, USA) and a 3D printed thermoplastic polyurethane
part (Lulzbot, USA) that acts as the flexible joint. Following
the approach presented in [14], [15], it is possible to regulate
the stiffness of the flexible joints so to design the closing
trajectory of each finger. Regulation of the stiffness can be
achieved by varying different parameters of the 3D printer.
One of such parameter is the infill density which defines
the amount of material/filament printed inside the object.
By varying the infill density, flexible parts can be printed
resulting in different stiffness. In [13] this feature was used
to obtain different behaviours for the two pair of fingers in
the gripper. In this version, all the four fingers have the same
closing trajectory designed to allow the correct motion of
the fingertips over the grasping surface and to facilitate the
interlocking of the Quad-Spatula parts.
The modules are connected by sliding the thermoplastic
polyurethane part in the ABS part. This approach ease the
assembling process and avoid the use of screws or passive

elements to assemble the fingers. This also allows to quickly
add/remove modules so to regulate the length of the fingers if
needed. In the version used for this work, the fingers contain
four modules. A tendon cable realized with polyethylene
(Dyneema fiber, Japan) passes through the holes in the rigid
links and is used for the tendon driven actuation. Tendon
wires are attached on one side to the fingertips and on
the other to the differential mechanism which in turn is
connected to a pulley rigidly attached to the actuator shaft.
Two Dynamixel MX-28T (Robotis, South Korea) are used
for the actuation. Each motor is in charge of the motion of a
pair of fingers. A differential mechanism is embedded on the
gripper base so to adapt fingers’ configurations to the specific
geometric features of the grasped object, similarly to [10].
When the motor is actuated, the tendon wire is wound on
the pulley reducing the length of the wire and producing the
closure/flexion of connected fingers. The opening/extension
of the fingers is achieved thanks to elastic force stored
in the flexible parts of the modules. The actuators have a
maximum torque of 3.1 Nm and a maximum angular speed
of 684 deg/s. Fingers are connected to the palm through a
dovetail mechanism and are oriented so to allow the locking
of the Quad-Spatula.
B. Design of the Quad-Spatula
As introduced above, one of the main contribution of this
work is the introduction of a specialization for the fingertips.
The idea is to combine rigid structure at the fingertips with
the soft-rigid structure of the fingers. The modular design of
the QS-Gripper was exploited by adding to the final link of
each finger a rigid spatula that acts like the fingertip. These
fingertips, as seen in Fig. 2, were inspired by spatulas used
in the food industry with the intention to separate contact
between an ingredient and a flat table-top surface realizing
the new introduced “scraping” grasping technique. This
process makes contact only with the ingredient’s underside
thereby allowing thin and sticky ingredients (slices) to be
grasped and, in addition to the inherent compliance in the
gripper, preserving the overall integrity of the ingredient.
Using four fingers of the soft-rigid gripper configuration
results in four spatula fingertips, each representing a quadrant
of a full spatula when enclosed, which provide four times
the possibility of successful grasping. Such fingertips will
from here on be referred to as quad spatulas. These quad
spatulas were sized based on average ingredient size used
for the experiments to be presented later. To extend the
grasping capabilities of the device, a custom flexible joint
configuration of the fingers was chosen to meet grasping
trajectory requirements and a revolute connection along with
an interlocking system were integrated into the fingertip
design.
1) Finger Flexible Joint Stiffness Configuration: The QSGripper’s Finger motion paths can be altered by replacing
the combination of flexible 3D printed joints, as discussed
in Sec. II-A. The combination chosen for this design incorporated 3 flexible joints with the first, at the base of a finger,
of low stiffness (20% infill density) and the remaining two

Fig. 3. Finger Flexible Joint Stiffness Configuration with reference to Infill
Density and Quad Spatula Rotation Range

Fig. 2.

CAD model of the QS-Gripper

of high stiffness (70% infill density) which can be seen in
Fig. 3. This finger configuration was implemented to achieve
the most linear motion path possible by enabling atleast the
final portion of the planned finger motion path to be linear
illustrated in Fig. 4. This ensures that the tangential direction
vector at the end of the finger is parallel to a table-top surface
so that the quad spatula fingertips can align parallel to a
table-top surface upon grasp completion. Without this, the
quad spatulas may be directed either upwards or downwards
upon grasp completion and in turn would not hold the
ingredient in an ideal manner.
2) Revolute Fingertip Connection: The quad spatulas are
attached to the QS-Gripper’s final finger link via a revolute
joint with limited range of rotation (∼ 120 deg ), as seen
in Fig. 3. This was implemented to compensate for the not
fully linear motion path of the end of the finger, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. This solution also helps to reduce the precision
needed in the positioning of the gripper palm at a specific
height above a table-top surface such that the quad spatula
fingertips do not experience interference with the surface
during grasping motion and enables them to successfully
scrape up an ingredient. If the parts of the quad spatula
were rigidly connected perpendicularly to the final finger
link, a robot manipulator would have require precise vertical
trajectory planning upon grasping motion to ensure the quad
spatulas scrape underneath an ingredient. By implementing
revolute joint connections, upon approach of a table-top
surface, the quad spatulas comply with the surface so that
the entire finger configuration does not deflect and allows the
quad spatulas to have contact with surface for a sufficient
amount of time to scrape up an ingredient.
3) Interlocking Interface: The interlocking interface was
implemented to assist the successful coupling and alignment
of adjacent quad spatula fingertips, which is important to
keep all quad spatulas level upon completion of a grasp due to the freedom that exists as a result of the revolute
fingertip connection. This was accomplished by using teeth,
refer to Fig. 5, that mesh on adjacent surfaces between

Fig. 4.

Illustration of the Quad Spatula Fingertip Motion Path

neighbouring quad spatulas as the gripper’s fingers execute
their trajectories upon actuation. The angled geometry of
the teeth eases the guidance into an interlocked position if
some misalignment exists. The teeth, like in geared systems
which can transfer loads, also enable preservation of a grasp
with larger ingredient payloads. The exact dimensions of
these teeth could further be optimised, but it was found
that the dimensions presented here are sufficient to carry out
successful grasping and interlocking.
Inherent problems of under-actuated soft-rigid grippers
are the inconsistencies that exist in both the calibration
of the tendons and the infill density of the flexible joints
from 3D printing. This results in difficult calibration of the
fingers to have identical trajectories and causes misalignment
at the fingertips. To solve this problem we introduced a
solution that we believe is another important contribution
of this work. Permanent magnets have been integrated into
the fingertip design to mitigate these alignment issues and
enable more consistent interlocking. As seen in Fig. 5,
magnet brackets were designed as replaceable components
to experiment with different magnet types and sizes with
adjustable distance between magnets to change magnetic
strength. The magnets used required an intricate trade-off
of magnetic strength to successfully align and interlock the
quad spatulas upon tendon actuation (grasping) while still
allowing the inherent stiffness of the fingers to be able
pull the magnets apart upon tendon relaxation (release).
Neodymium-grade N52 disc magnets 5 mm in diameter and
1 mm in height were used with the brackets designed to
have a separation distance of 0.9 mm between the magnets
assembled on neighbouring quad spatulas when interlocked.
III. E XPERIMENTS
We have performed three sets of experiments to test
different properties of the QS-Gripper. We firstly test the

Fig. 5.

Quad Spatula Fingertips with Interlocked Magnetic Alignment
TABLE I
TABLE OF I NGREDIENTS G ROUPED BY S HAPE
Slices
Tomato
Cucumber
Pepperoni
Cold-Cut Ham

Strips
Smoked Salmon
Kale
Avocado

Fig. 6.

Cubes/Irregular
Cherry Tomato
Olives
Tofu Cubes
Pineapple Cubes
Chicken Cubes
Sausages
Chicken Nuggets
Broccoli

grasping capabilities of the gripper against a classic twofinger gripper considering real ingredients. We have then
tested the importance of magnetic guidance for alignment
of the parts of the quad-spatula. Finally, we have tested how
the QS-gripper, thanks to its soft structure and fingertip specialization, can deal with uncertainty in object positioning.

Ingredients

Fig. 7. Baseline DH Robotics AG-95 Parallel Gripper with customized
fingertips.

A. Evaluation of Grasping Ability
Ingredients of different shape, form, texture and size
were chosen to test the grasping ability of the QS-Gripper,
with and without magnetic alignment, against a baseline
two-finger parallel gripper with customised fingertips, refer
to Fig. 7. Customised fingertip were used to increase the
grip upon contact with ingredients, while avoiding possible
damages coming from manipulation of real ingredients. The
parallel gripper used was the AG-95 from DH-Robotics
which has some compliance for adaptive gripping, which is
only noticeably effective for objects more rigid than food, at
its lowest gripping force setting of 20 N.
The 15 chosen ingredients are listed in Table I and shown
in Fig. 6. The properties of these food ingredients is a very
important factor to be aware of as they significantly affect
the ability of a gripper to perform a successful grasp without
damaging the ingredient. Some important observations about
the properties of these ingredients include:
• no ingredient is identical to the other in its set - making
their behaviour unpredictable
• all ingredients vary significantly by size and shape
• ingredients can possess one or a combination of properties and at different scales such as sliminess, stickiness,
deformability and brittleness
1) Experimental Set-Up: The set-up for the experiment
can be seen in Fig. 8, where each gripper was mounted to
a Universal Robot UR5. Trajectories were hard-coded for
the UR5 to perform a simple ’pick-and-place’ of ingredients,

Fig. 8.

Experimental Set-Up for Evaluating Grasping Success Rate

thereby assuming that the position of the ingredient is known
in advance - no computer vision feedback. For picking, the
UR5 was programmed to position each gripper at a unique set
height to allow full grasping motion and no interference with
the table-top surface. Ingredients were placed one-by-one in a
position well within each gripper’s reachable grasping plane
based on the hard-coded UR5 trajectories. For each gripper
and each unique ingredient, 10 pick-and-place attempts were
made with ingredients of the same type. For each of the pickand-place attempts, ingredients of the same type were unique
from the others and placed by random orientation.

The measurement used to assess and compare the grasping
capabilities of each gripper was success rate. Success rate
was defined as the percentage of successful grasps, which in
this case referred to the number of successful grasps out of
10 attempts expressed as a percentage. A successful grasp
was classified as one whereby an ingredient was transported
by the gripper from a ’pick’ position and only released, when
commanded to do so, at the ’place’ position. Chicken cubes
were tested in bulk (5-10 cubes at a time), therefore the
success rate was calculated based on the average number of
cubes that were picked-and-placed out of the total that were
positioned.
2) Results: Table II shows the success rate results, where
it can clearly be seen that the QS-Gripper outperforms the
baseline parallel gripper. It can also be seen that the addition of magnetic alignment to the QS-Gripper’s interlocking
system only improved success rate for two ingredients, but
it was observed that grasping with interlocking was significantly improved qualitatively which is discussed further in
the next section.
An important observation from the experiments was that
the parallel gripper required closing positions unique to each
type of ingredient in order to grasp them, while the QSGripper operated with same closing position command for
all types of ingredients. Another observation was that the
parallel gripper damages the ingredients in many cases.
3) Evaluation Interlocking with Magnetic Alignment in
the Quad Spatula: In Sec. III-A.2 only a slight quantitative improvement was seen from the addition of magnetic
alignment in the QS-Gripper. Although, grasps with magnetic alignment were observed to have better grasps with
more reliable interlocking of the quad spatula fingertips.
This qualitative observation was quantified by recording the
number of successful interlocks from the total number of
grasp attempts. Successful interlocks were defined by atleast
3 of the 4 quad spatulas being perfectly interlocked as 3
spatulas are then perfectly level and an ingredient is more
reliably grasped. This was again averaged over all ingredient
tests and expressed as a percentage. The QS-Gripper was able
to achieve 58% successful interlocks without- and 80% with
magnetic alignment.
Payload tests were also conducted to compare the addition
of magnetic alignment. Measurements for payload were
conducted using the set-up shown in Fig. 9, by adding to the
volume of water in the a jug in 50 mL increments. As soon as
separation between interlocked faces could be observed the
previous total volume of water was recorded and converted to
mass in grams. The final payload was the sum of the payload
set-up (load-transfer-disc, cable and jug) and the mass of
water. The QS-Gripper was able to hold approximately 335
grams without- and 735 grams with magnetic alignment. This
suggests that magnetic connection can be used not only for
alignment but also to increase the gripper payload.
B. Evaluation of Uncertainty in Object Positioning
This experiment was conducted to compare the robustness
to uncertainty in ingredient positioning between the QS-

Fig. 9. Experimental Set-Up for Evaluating Payload with and without
Magnetic Alignment

gripper with magnetic alignment compared to the baseline
parallel gripper.
1) Experimental Set-Up: Fig. 10 shows the experimental
set-up where an ingredient was translated in-plane along
two horizontal axes (x and y) and the height of the gripper
translated along the vertical axis (z). As a result a grasping
tolerance area for each height can be produced and a rough
grasping tolerance volume generated that describes how
robust the gripper is to errors in the positioning system. The
larger the area the more robust the gripper is to these errors
making the whole pick-and-place process easier and more
reliable. These tests were conducted only for a pepperoni
slice and tofu cube to gain information on very differently
shaped ingredients. A grasp was classified as successful for a
particular ingredient position and gripper height if the gripper
was able to lift the ingredient without dropping it. Once again
trajectories for picking were hard-coded and the zero height
for each gripper was referenced as the unique set height to
allow full grasping motion and no interference with the tabletop surface.

Fig. 10. Experimental Set-Up for evaluating the uncertainty in object
positioning

2) Results: Table III and IV show the grasping tolerance
area for various height increments of each gripper. Fig. 11
illustrates this data as a grasping tolerance volume. It can
be seen that the QS-Gripper is more robust and cover a
larger volume of positioning uncertainty and significantly

TABLE II
TABLE OF S UCCESS R ATE FROM G RASPING E XPERIMENTS C ONDUCTED WITH A BASELINE PARALLEL G RIPPER AND THE QS-G RIPPER WITH AND
WITHOUT MAGNETIC GUIDANCE

Ingredient
Cherry tomato
Tomato slices
Olives
Tofu
Pineapple cubes
Dinosaur Kale Strips
Cucumber slices
Pepperoni slices
Avocado strips
Ham slices
Broccoli
Salmon Strips
Chicken cubes
Chicken Nuggets
Sausage

Parallel Gripper
80%
40%
100%
90%
90%
90%
60%
80%
70%
70%
80%
70%
20%
90%
70%

QS-Gripper
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
90%
100%
100%
100%
100%
90%
60%
100%
100%

QS-Gripper with magnets
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
90%
100%
100%

73.3%

96%

99.3%

Total success rate

outperforms the parallel gripper. For pepperoni slices it is
less robust to changes in height, but continues to significantly
outperform the parallel gripper.
TABLE III
U NCERTAINTY AREA FOR CUBES SHAPE INGREDIENTS (T OFU ) IN CM2
Height
0.0
1.0
1.5

Parallel Gripper
16
12
5

QS-Gripper
112
106
92

TABLE IV
U NCERTAINTY AREA FOR SLICES SHAPE INGREDIENTS (P EPPERONI
SLICES ) IN CM 2
Height
0.0
0.25
0.5

Parallel Gripper
3
0
0

QS-Gripper
84
84
36

Fig. 11. Ingredient Position Uncertainty Results illustrated as Grasping
Tolerance Volume Plots.

IV. D ISCUSSION
The manipulation and handling of food ingredients is
limited and in most cases damaging when carried out by
general grippers even with adaptive gripping and at their
lowest gripping force setting as seen from the results presented. They also require effort in grasp planning in order
to identify the closing position which is dependent on each
ingredient and its respective pose. The addition of gripping
surfaces to the parallel gripper had a large impact on the
grasping success rate for ingredients that would considered
difficult to grasp, but due to the small cavities when food
residue collect would not grant it food safe. On the other
hand, the QS-Gripper with larger open surface area on
the spatulas where contact is made with food allows it to
more easily align with standards to make it food safe. For
testing the idea of QS-Gripper, rapid prototyping through
3D printing was exploited, but these materials are in general
not food safe. However, if commercialised, many food safe
materials exist on the market which could be used for the
gripper’s fingertips and rapid prototyping techniques were
merely exploited to investigate design and functionality of
the manipulation of food ingredients with diverse properties and unpredictable behaviour. The QS-Gripper, with its
scraping grasping principle, enabled higher grasping success
rate compared to the baseline parallel gripper as it focuses
on separating the ingredient from a surface and lifting it up
rather than trying to rely on surface effects such as friction.
Higher grasping success rate was also enabled through the
implementation of four spatula fingertips and the interlocking
system as failure of one fingertip to scrape ingredient saved
a grasp by the interlocking of the remaining ones. The QSGripper also did not damage any ingredients through the
pick-and-place process as a result of its scraping principle
and combination of compliant design principles (revolute
joints, flexible joints and a tendon driven actuation system).

Food Robotics Companies, such as REMY Robotics, require
these characteristics of a gripper making it a valuable idea
for further investigation. A downside of the QS-Gripper is
that it is limited to grasping off flat surfaces and another
is that ideally requires an obstruction free-zone surrounding
ingredient/s intended for grasping and for them have some
separation distance to prevent obstruction of the closure of
multiple ingredients.
A structure composed of several soft flexible components can be subject loss of precision, not only due to
the compliance associated with it, but also due to inherent
material defects from manufacturing. Magnetic alignment
can therefore serve as a solution to mitigate this issue
and improve precision. This is confirmed from the quantitative results obtained comparing the interlocking success
rate between the QS-Gripper with- and without magnetic
alignment. The combination of a tendon for actuation and
flexible joints in the QS-Gripper adds effort in calibration to
ensure identical trajectories for all fingers for simultaneous
interlocking, which was reduced by the implementation of
magnetic alignment. On top of improved precision, magnetic
alignment strengthened interlocking as seen by the increased
payload capabilities associated with it. For the interlocking
system to separate, not only should the friction between teeth
and the limit of rigidity in the compliant fingers be overcome,
but also the combined magnetic strength of the magnets on
each fingertip.
The configuration of the design of the QS-Gripper grasping principle, spatula fingertip design and open-pose of
the gripper - give it the ability perform successful grasping
with large error in ingredient position from a positioning
system. The revolute joint design also place a big role here
upon ingredient approach, where if it is almost directly below
the fingertip and tangential to the inner surface of the quad
spatula fingertip, the fingertip in its hanging configuration
can slide between the surface and underside of the ingredient upon contact with the surface. This creates positioning
robustness far greater than a standard parallel gripper when
positioning errors in the system exist.
V. C ONCLUSION
The paper presents a novel soft-rigid gripper for handling
delicate food with reduced risk of damage. We introduced
the idea of scraping grasping leveraging onto two important
design principles: the passive compliance in the soft finger
structure and the specialization of gripper’s fingertips. We
also proposed the concept of magnetic guidance to cope
with possible misalignment of the quad spatula parts. Results
demonstrated a performance improvement in terms of grasping success rate and robustness to object location uncertainty
with respect to a classic two finger gripper.
We are currently investigating the possibility of using
different shapes for the specialized fingertips that may be
customized for a determined ingredient. We are also investigating the possibility of using electromagnets so to increase
the magnetic guidance power, while ensuring an easy release
of the object in the target location.
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